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SAMSAM 
 Original version: French – No English subtitles 

Director : Tanguy De Kermel  
Genre : Animation, adventures, family 
Countries of origin : France, Belgium 

Voices : Isaac Lobé-Lebel, Lior Chabbat, Jérémy Prevost,  
Sébastien Desjours 

Length : 1 h 17 
 

5 years of age and older 
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SYNOPSIS 
 
SamSam seems like he has it all: great family, great friends, and even his own flying saucer. But 
he's still trying to find one thing that will make his life even better - actual superpowers. Thanks 
to Mega, a mysterious new student in school, SamSam's about to find them - while learning what 
it really takes to fight monsters and how many ways there are to be a hero. 
Tribute.ca 
 
REVIEWS 
 

This movie is awesome, animated, and amazing! Kids will love it and adult viewers will 
appreciate the important themes of friendship, and the necessity of laughter to drive away a 
gloomy outlook. The movie is bubbling over with spaceships, memorable characters, other 
worlds, and vibrant colors. 
Dove 
 
This French animated film isn't going to make any best-of lists, but its bright, colorful animation 
and SamSam's exciting life are likely to keep little ones engaged. SamSam is a sweetheart: he's 
kind, thoughtful, and dealing with issues that aren't really his fault. 
Tara McNamara 
 
The French animated movie SamSam is shockingly cute. Short and sweet, children will love the 
bright colors and goofiness of the film while their adult companions will appreciate its uplifting 
message about happiness. 
Sean Boelman  
 
 
 
DETAILS 
 
LANGUAGE 
The language spoken is classic and has no coarse words. 
The only character who is allowed some familiar words is King Marchel Ist, a stupid and mean 
dictator, who does like children and wants them to stop laughing and being happy. 
 
All the analyses of the animation make comments about the language as being “mild” with a few 
comments about “holy smokes,” ”stupid,” “giggling brat” and “boogers.” (Dove) 
 
In French, original words are invented like the name Grisouille given to the monster who makes 
people grey and sad. 
Marchel Ist cannot stand being “bisouillé” (a childish coined-up word for kissing). The monsters 
on the green planets also have funny names like pipioli (that will make children pee in bed and 
be embarrassed). 
SamSam’s teacher Marie-Agnès warns the children to go quickly through the cloud of “vomitos” 
(a funny way of saying vomit) from the March Planet. 
Mega uses the word “choré” for choreography. 
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The language can be childish like the names of some characters: doudou or SamNounours, Petit 
Pôa or Frapula. Mega’s father refers to himself as « petit papounet. » 
 
There are exaggerations of all kinds in the language. For instance, Grisouille becomes « an 
abominable, ferocious » monster, SNounours is too clingy. Marchel Ist does not like shorty 
cosmic heroes (« rikiki »), his subjects call  him « Votre éblouissante Majesté » (Your dazzling 
Majesty) and Mega becomes « mégalactique. » 
 
The dialogues are very articulate on the themes central to the animation that celebrate friendship, 
self-confidence and points out the ridicule of the despotic king. 
Here are some examples of the clarity of the language: 

What is a friend?  
A friend is someone with whom  you play and feel good with, someone with whom you 
share all your joys, pains and secrets. 
Un ami c’est quelqu’un avec qui on s’amuse et on se sent bien, avec qui on partage 
toutes ses joies, ses peines et ses secrets. 
What SamMaman caringly tells her son in search of his superpower: 
The power is within yourself. Have faith in yourself (and as a comic effect SamSam’s 
teddy bear friend says: your powers may be within you but you are sitting on my behind) 
Le pouvoir est en toi. Fais-toi confiance. (suivi de façon drôle par SNounours : Tes 
pouvoirs sont en toi mais tes fesses sont sur moi) 
About sadness and laughter: 
If we never laughed, we would become these sad, grey little things and we would be as 
unhappy as pebbles. 
Si on riait jamais, on deviendrait des petites choses tristes, toute grises et on serait 
malheureux comme des cailloux. 

 
A comical aspect of the language is the King’s speech impediment. For instance, Marcel 
becomes Marchel, the planet Mars is March, etc. 
 
Limited slurs can be noticed: 
- Children allude to racism when Mega confesses she is from March.  
- King Marchel shows disdain towards his wife telling his scientist that she is nobody. 
- The dictator shows paranoïa when he says children want to kill him. 
- A funny conversation on spinach and leeks is heard between two guards who complain that 
they give them gas. 
 
VIOLENCE 
 
NO GRAPHIC VIOLENCE 
 
Marchel Ist is a dictator with an army of soldiers who sing hostile things against children. He 
also owns a war fleet of spatial planes which become mere darts the huge monster Grisouille 
throws in space.  
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To save the people of the Sam Planet and his friends against Grisouille, SamSam enters the 
March Planet where he is trapped by Marchel’s guards. He finds his SamNounours and they are 
both clipped in a round metal circle. In order to make Grisouille functional, the King has to 
collect a tear from SamSam. As he fails, Mega succeeds in making SamSam cry and his tear 
feeds Grisouille the Monster. 
But Mega feels guilty and freeds SamSam and SNounours so that SamSam can pursue and 
triumph over Grisouille, who ends up like a tiny little monster. 
 
This animation is punctuated by an upbeat music and by a lot of movements generated by the 
flying saucers, the running of characters being chased by Grisouille. 
 
VIOLENCE VIEWED BY FAMILY/CHILDREN ORGANIZATIONS 

 A few bumps between spaceships, a few minor instances of characters falling or being 
smacked by an object accidentally, nothing serious (Dove) 

 According to the Australian Council on Children and the Media, there is some violence in 
this movie including: 

o Some characters sing a song about smashing children to smithereens and eating 
them for dessert. 

o King Marshal makes a bunch of little monsters that are meant to scare children. His 
Wettabeds appear to carry water guns filled with wee which they shoot at kids to 
make it look like they wet themselves. Another monster chases SamSam and his 
friends, shooting blobs out of its trunk-like nose that are meant to make everyone 
sad and gloomy. 

o King Marshal launches rockets with arrows to attack his gloomy monster. They 
shoot the monster in the bottom but do not injure it. The monster uses the rockets 
like darts and sticks them in a mountainside. 

o There is a spray that Mega uses to turn monsters into confetti. 
o King Marshal kicks and pokes people in the bottom with his staff. 

 
NUDITY 
None 
 
SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
None 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT  
 
From the Australian Council on Children and the Media: 

 Some positive messages, and will best be enjoyed by young children. 
SamSam is an animated film based on the popular French series by Serge Bloch. The film 
contains basic animation and a predictable plot that is largely targeted to pre-schoolers.  
The main messages from this movie are to trust yourself and be patient as we all have special 
powers inside us; and that sometimes courage and friendship are the most useful powers of all. 
Values in this movie that parents may wish to reinforce with their children include: 
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• Courage 
• Forgiveness 
• Tolerance 
• Friendship 
• Responsibility. 

This movie could also give parents the opportunity to discuss with their children attitudes and 
behaviours, and their real-life consequences, such as: 

• Being mean and trying to scare people. 
• Lying to your parents and deceiving your friends. 
• Going past the boundaries of where you are allowed to be. 
• Holding on to anger and fear. 

 
 Material that may scare or disturb children 

Under five 
In addition to the above-mentioned violent scenes, there are some scenes in this movie that could 
scare or disturb children under the age of five, including the following: 

• Some small children may be concerned when SamSam is chased by the gloomy 
monster and enters a black hole in order to get rid of it. There are two large eyes in the 
darkness and all the adults fear this place. SamSam returns unharmed but there is a 
moment where viewers are unsure if he will come back. 

Aged five to eight 
• It is unlikely that anything in this film would frighten or disturb children over the age 

of five. 

Aged eight to thirteen 
• Nothing further of concern. 
• Being mean and trying to scare people. 
• Lying to your parents and deceiving your friends. 
• Going past the boundaries of where you are allowed to be. 
• Holding on to anger and fear. 

 
A great reference for a detailed account on the film: https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-
reviews/samsam 
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FILM PHOTOS 
                   

 
SamSam the next big hero 

SamPapa & SamMaman                              SamSam & his friend SamNounours                                                      
  
 
 
SamSam’s school mates.                              
 
 
 

 
 
       
SamSam with Mega his new friend 
                   
 
 

 
 
 
 
SamSam plays with the ball one of his 
friends lent him 
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    On the green March Planet 
 

 
 
 
Mega and her opera singer mom  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                 Mega’s father, 
                King Marchel Ist 
 
 
  
         .  

 
 
 

 
 
                                                                                            
The little pipiolis monsters 
 
.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Grisouille the monster                                       
 


